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ABSTRACT
We present a sketch of our database in VOTable XML format. In the last year we have derived the Star Formation Histories of more than half a million galaxies from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey by

perfoming detailed Angstrom by Angstrom fits to their optical spectra. Each galaxy is analysed in 3 different ways. On the whole, the resulting database of spectral fits and tables with star formation
histories and physical properties (stellar masses, mean ages and metallicities, velocity dispersions, emission line fluxes, extinction, etc) occupies close to 500GB of data.

To organize this huge and highly informative database, share it with other astronomers and increase efficiency we opted to convert our tables in VOTable where the user only manipulates what
she/he really needs, making selections in the list of physical and observed parameters. We also present some early results where the database was used to create graphics, tables and averages of
selections using Aladin, TOPCAT, VOPlot and PLASTIC Hub.

Starlight: our synthesis model
Our synthesis code, STARLIGHT (Cid Fernandes, MNRAS 2005) fits a linear combination of N SSPs of B&C 2003 models. The equation:

«

gives the modeled spectra M , were b is the j base component spectra (normalized in ), r =l10 is the extinction term , and is the population vector which expresses how much light each

base component contributes to the model. Line of sight kinematics is given by the gaussian convolution centered in v with of dispersion. The model is calculated using Markov Chains Metropolis
algorithm with simulated annealing, which finds the minimum:
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where O is the observed spectrum with your corresponding error (w ).λ
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How we run Starlight!?

Sloan Digital Sky Survey
- Download from SkyServer
- Rest-frame correction

Fast fitting to detect
emission lines.
~ 1min/galaxy

Individual Masks for
emission lines.
~ 30sec/galaxy

Run for the sample
with individual masks.
~10min/galaxy

Figure: Spectral synthesis output example: In red the best
chi-square model and above the total residual (Observed -
Model). Right: Light and Mass fractions of each mass

Make tables with
emission lines and
synthesis properties

Convert these data
into MySQL tables

MySQL to XML (VOTABLE
Format) PHP script

VO PROGRAM

What we aleardy have + Some ilustrative examples

Next Steps

Table: Actual VOTABLE synthesis parameters.

Figure: Mcor_gal/at_flux and am_flux/at_flux plots (see top-left table for the meaning of these parameters) using VOPLOT of a
Sloan field elected in Aladin (left). Note that two selected points in Aladin are marked in these two graphs.

Figure: Aladin Multiview of a Sloan image. In red we have SIMBAD Astronomical database results for this field and in blue we have
the Starlight database results.

Figure: RA/DEC plot of 573141 galaxies of our sample database, what corresponds actually to a 600MB XML file.

Figure: The same type of plots as above, but now using TOPCAT with all sample database plotted.

Do this work to other bases (we already have more three with synthesis parameters)

Construct VOTables for other paramenters, e.g. FPV (Full Population Vector), Emission Lines, Star
Formation Histories, Modeled Spectra, etc.

Publish these VOTables and other table formats with documentation and the source code of
STARLIGHT in a web site.


